I have always interacted with a lot of people who possess various characters and personalities. These interactions had various impacts on me on different degrees and with different impacts. The person who has made a huge impact on me was my uncle who was largely a protagonist. He has a tall towering figure with dark hair and well-built muscular body. My uncle is a naturally buff and black individual with a deep voice that sounds like a gentle roar. Sometimes when he is annoyed he can produce a rumbling sound which can make someone fear him but he rarely takes a physical action on anyone. He also has a fetid flowery and camphoric smell which some people always find attractive. Everything he did had a ripple effect and affected everyone who was within his surroundings. Anywhere he talked, he breathed radiation of love with his glances being able to awaken any joy within a person. At the same time, he has inspiring words of freedom with his actions opening hearts and minds.

I can openly say that Uncle Charles is a natural-born leader who possesses passion and charisma. Being a teacher he has been able to inspire his students to achieve good in the world with his typical natural confidence which can have an influential impact on an individual. This particular trait was evidenced when he managed to successfully emotionally rehabilitate a group of students in school who had gone on rampage due to the imposition of new rules which they were felt were restrictive of their freedom. He achieved the feat which most of the teachers within the school could not even attempt to try and as a result the rules were implemented by the school administration after he led the negotiations for both sides. Uncle Charles has a huge pride and happiness in guiding other people to cooperate with the aim of improving themselves both in terms of academics and personal growth.
My uncle has a strong personality that depicts authenticity and concern. He is always not afraid to speak up when he feels there is something wrong or missing somewhere. He does not find any challenge in communication with others and possesses an intuitive nature to read the mind of a person either through facts logic or even typical raw emotions. Uncle Charles has a clear prediction of people of motivations and any interconnected aspects which he can join together to indicate a specific common goal that can mesmerize an audience. In one typical instance he was able to lighten up an audience during a school music festival after a disappointing performance by a group of students. Additionally, the interest of my uncle in others is also very genuine and always becomes too involved in a person’s affairs and problems of the individuals he believes in. He always has an inspiring aura mostly for those people he cares about even though he sometimes over-extends his optimism which has a negative impact on other people.

Uncle Charles has also shown vulnerability to his personal feelings. Sometimes he can reflect and analyze his feelings but when he is too caught up on the person’s problems he develops hypochondria and becomes emerged in the problems of other people and then begins to relate to the situation and start looking for solutions in themselves which are not applicable to the situation. Uncle Charles at times can get to a point where he becomes discouraged by any problems that someone is experiencing and this always reduces his ability to think properly and offer the appropriate advice or help. In such cases he always takes a backward step and he then applies self-reflection to determine what he clearly feels and what requires to be done. But a particular trait in my uncle that is outstanding is his genuine caring ability and motivation to lead people and motivate a group with a lot of enthusiasm.

Uncle Charles grew in an extended and large family and since he was the eldest child he developed tolerance and altruistic characteristics which explains his leadership abilities and characteristics. As the first born in the large family, he could listen to the opinions of his younger siblings regarding any family issues even if they did not agree to his beliefs. He was always open to implementation of constructive
ideas even if they did not emanate from him. During his childhood, he was also a reliable person who could be counted on by other family members to achieve any specific task. As he grew up, he started developing natural qualities of a leader and communicates to an audience with reason and passion regardless of the specific situation. He slowly developed imitation talent and could vary his tone on the basis of the audience.

As much as my uncle is very receptive to criticism, he is too sensitive emotionally and always takes problems which are not his own and manages to fix them even if he is not able. Sometimes, he also experiences fluctuations in esteem if by any chance he does not meet his goals which would further have an impact on his confidence. Apart from being the person he is, I feel Uncle Charles always has trouble when it comes to making tough decisions. He is always torn between the consequences of his actions when making such decisions mostly when these consequences have an effect on humans.